Modelling degradation kinetics of metformin and guanylurea in soil microcosms to derive degradation end-points.
The degradation of metformin (MET) and guanylurea (GUA) fortified separately in freshly collected two top soils (0-10 cm) from New Zealand's pastoral region was studied under controlled laboratory conditions. Incubation studies were carried at 30 °C under aerobic conditions at 60% of maximum water holding capacity and at two (0.5 mg/kg and 5 mg/kg) nominal soil concentrations. Degradation profiles revealed a bi-phasic pattern of both the compounds with an initial rapid degradation followed by slow dissipation rate, resulting in poor fits by simple first order kinetics. However, the use of three non-linear mathematical models sufficiently described the measured data and well supported by an array of statistical indices to judge model's ability to fit the measured datasets. Further evaluation using box-whisker plots showed that double first-order in parallel (DFOP) and first-order two-compartment (FOTC) models best fitted the data points followed by the Bi-exponential (BEXP) model. Mechanistic assumptions from DFOP and FOTC suggest that degradation of MET and GUA proceeds at two different rates, possibly in two compartments. The calculated DT50 using both models were in the range of 2.7-15.5 days and 0.9-4 days, while 90% dissipation time (DT90) varied between 91 and 123 days and 44 and 137 days for MET and GUA, respectively. Degradation of both compounds were dependent on soil types and properties, incubation conditions and initial substrate concentration. Formation of GUA with decrease in MET concentration over time confirmed that GUA is a transformation product concomitantly formed from aerobic degradation of MET in soil.